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I. Fundamentals

A. Introduction. Exploring dimensions of conflict always seems to involve peer-

ing into the sinister side of human nature where baser motives, tensions, struggle,

and discord prevail over order and peace. If any foray into other social systems

is partially a processes of inquiry into oneself and one'a own society, then it

is hardly surprising that social scientists have preferred to view human lifeways

in more optimistic terms, where relationships are characterized by tranquility,

social structures nicely patterned, and a generally stable integrated system the

dominant motif. The more conservative of eufunctionalistic approaches view con-

flict as disturbing and undesirable for the proper functioning of the system.

(Can we accuse Parsons of this bias?) Gluckman, Simnel and Coser take on a more

moderately open position by examining the contribution of situations of conflict

to the maintenance of a total system. Factionalism, dispute, social tensions, etc.

assume integrative qualities, thus in appearing mace for greater social cohesion.

More ameliorative perhaps are the concerns exemplified by the Journal of Conflict

Resolution for tracing the sources of conflict and the means by which it can be

resolved. And at the other extreme we find the "radical" approaches, some taking

their spirit from the writings of Mira, which either posit the necessity of con-

flict for the social process or avowedly espouse radical revolutionary movements

for change to occur at all.*

Thus to say that the study of conflict has been neglected in the social sciences

iftild hardly be accurate given both the variety of approaches and intense concern

which characterizes contemporary writing. Yet, in the fields of the applied human

sciences use of the concept seems to have been rather limited in scope and appli-

cability, at best applied scientists are at odds concerning its legitimate use in

programs of change. While "development" recognizes that conflict exists within

client communities and even occasionally that their program produces conflict in

various guises, the thrust of its proponents is not the increasing of conflict,

the fostering of disruption and discord, but its dissolution. My attempt in this

paper is to explore the nature of conflict as it is found in the developmental

* In Cultural Anthropology a number of professionals are now auestioning the role
of the scientists in contributing to a perpetuation of power elites, demanding
their active participation in struggles for freedom and autonomy of oppressed
peoples. (See Gough, 1968. Stavenhaben, 1971)
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process at Cze local level through experiences in an internationally funded and

staffed project of livestock development. I shall examine the kinds of conflicts

re found, fostered, stifled, and introduced both inadvertently and with intent in

one particular "com-ntity" in Tanzania. The analysis is retrospective as well as

preliminciy, fr.: in Ladertakin the task my colleagues and'I did not formally

focus upon conflict except where it impinsed directly on our attempts at implemen-

tation. Our guiling frer:cw1.7% laoe3 uper. th coo2crotive idetl and how to

echieve it within the tee -logical stricture of Tlnzania, a hand of African social-

ism labeled Warne. (ale B:erere, 1970) In retrospect, we should have been more

aware of the uses of comm :nit; discensus than we were, not merely for defense in

parrying the slings and arroi's of local resistance to change, but in actively

utilizing locai conflicts as we, intended to cake use of local organizations.

The analysis is preliminary in that 1 ba7e not attempted to give the complete

picture, replete with description of the development tear, government policies

eni administrators, e:..1 all aspects of local life, choosing rather to discuss

ca rated relatiAnships, problems end resulte. It is also preliminary in the sense

that it is not as fully comparative as I ;Ould wish it to be. Nevertheless, I

hope that some of the conclusions drawn will h....ve applicability beyond the region-

al and developmental confines of Ti chosen case study. It is finally preliminary

in terry of theory. I shall for late a rat4.onale for analyaing the situation at

blt hardly do imstice to those frees whom I dreu upon either in terms

of critive nor full exposition of their positions.

B. A Framework for Analysis.

1. Follzwing Dchrenlorf (1959) a conflict approach to hymen societies is basic-

ally a mcdel, e way of looking at social dynamics from a particular theoretical

pocitien. It is not intended to be in contradiction but in contrast to functional-

structural o2pro2enes, Ideal.y bringing forth aspects of social life which other

vicw1 might leave unemphasized or unnoticed.

2. Human iateraction is thsracterized by a process of exchanges or reciprocities

between participants who nze vying for certain goals (or rewards) either contained

in the interaction ::self or come froa its results. Put in americanese, people

interact with other people in order to "get conething out of it.".

3. Althwgh the process of interaction strains towards a balance of mutual rewards

or reciprocities, equilibrium is ::.possible, for balance in one relationship

either implies or create imbalances in others. To quote &Au: "... forces
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sustaining equilibrium on one level of social life constitute disequilibrating

forces on other levels." (1964, p. 26) This observation leads us to view any

intercourse as negotiable, never static.

4. A society (or organization) is composed of sets of individuals (groups)

also involved in maximizing transactions with similar tendencies towards imbalances.

5. Individuals or groups can be consciously aware of their desires and thus

display manifest interests, or they can remain latent. They can also be distin-

guished by the degree of mobilization they possess. Thus a society can consist

of quasi-groups, sharing latent interests but possessing little organization, and

interest groups with conscious interests, and organized for their pursuance.

(Dahrendorf, 1959. pp. 237 ff)

6. The nature of conflicts within a given society depends upon the kinds of

strains which it displays. A strain, as defined by Beals and Siegel, "... has to

do vIth those areas of life in which culturally induced expectations tend to be

frustrated most frequently." (1966. 68) They are in a sense the cultural analogues

of Baln's notion of imbalance, for they are based on the assumption that in the

process of a culture's establishing stable relationships with its environment it

tends to perpetuate of institute less organized and less stable areas of rela-

tionships. For our purposes strains are simply disjunction. found within a culture

arising from the interplay of incompatible values, competitive structures and/or

the system's confrontation with alterations in external systems.

7. A definition of conflict. Uith Fink's catalogue (1968) of the incredible

variation of uses of the term in mind, I'll slightly expand Dahrendorf's already

very broad approach: conflict is "a relation between (individuals and) sets of

individuals that involve an incompatible difference of objective..." (135) * The

added phrase in the parenthesis makes it possible to focus both on individuals

as well as groups in opposition,

8. Innovation and Conflict. The major implication of the above framework is

that we are led to view a cultural system and its society in more fluid terms than

usual. Internal social relationships are continuously being negotiated, and what

is satisfactorily concluded on one level creates ',balances in others, which in

* Deals and Siegal consider conflict more in terms of overt behavior: "...conflict
should be described in terms of breaches of normally expected behavior that leads
to a diAlogue recognized as an exchange of oppositions." (26)
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turn demand further negotition.The cultural system itself is viey4ed as a process

of continuous adjustment to external (environmental) pressures and changes (stresses)

which fosters discontinuities or imbalances (strains) in its sub-systems. Within

this framework it is possible to speak of the change agent and his program as

environmental variables producing measurable degrees of stress upon the client

system. Thus the agent of change becomes an agent of conflict.

His initial task is to intensify awareness of local needs or to make a popula-

tion aware that they have problems. This presumes then the fostering of powerful

enough tension states crystallized around problem perception to induce some sort

of action (the making of a choice, changing a technique, contributing time or

money). An agent of change demands a similar response from collectivities where

manifest interests for change must become the dominating charters for their trans-

ition from quasi into interest groups.

II. Bung'wandu, the Background.

Our segment of the Tanzanian Livestock Development Project operated in an

area commonly known as Sukumaland, although our wcrk focused as much upon the Ryan-

wezi as the Sukuma. Both tribes have strong enough cultural and linguistic affin-

ities to have been considered variants of one unit in early colonial times (although

they have had quite different recent histories). Bung'wandu, the pseudonym for a

Ward (an administrative unit consiczing of a group of villages of 100 cell units)

in Tabora Region became the major focus of our attentions in the formation of a

Ranching Association. In outlining its salient characteristics I shall follow Beals

and Siegal's division of strain into technological, social, and ideological (1966,

Ch. 4), then briefly discuss how the community traditionally coped with conflict.

Part contain an analysis of stresses as they pertained to the implementa-

tion of our program.

A. Technological Strains. The settlers of Bung'wandu had to face one of Tan-

zania's greatest problems: the unpredictability of the rains and thus the problems

of scLrcity of eater. The land is quickly exhausted, and erosion in Bung'vandu is

marked. Its original immigrants found the area covered rith bush (it as indeed

a forest preserve originally) with many wild animals. Their pattern of settlement

both demonstrated the need for autonomy and common protection; for unlike many

communities to the north they tended to settle in small clusters of households

widely scattered over the area. Since land was plentiful, albeit poor, a system

of extensive farming was established. Pater points belonged to household clusters,
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although it vas given freely to others. Environmental exigencies therefore deman-

ded a variety of responses. Individual autonomy was mitigated by the necessity

for cooperation with larger units; great flexibility had to be developed in plan-

ning when end what to plant; finally local variability of rainfall and relative

availability of new land led to an "ideology of infinite expansion" accompanied by

a lack of interest in proper land maintenance.

B. Social (Structural) Strains. The household was the focus o two, not al-

ways congruent, sets of broader relationships: the patrilineage and the community.

Patrilineages were most commonly unlocalized, so kinsmen were scattered. Never-

theless, kinsmen had many mutual and supernaturally bidding obligations: in

mirriage arrangements, allocation of property and care of subordinates on the

death of a kinsman, internal dispute settlement, circulation of wealth, and ap-

peasement of ancestors.

What we call community was actually an ascending series of adidnistrative

units beginning with small household clusters, moving through a "village", and

ending 'with a chiefdom. Membership in these units demanded both formally and in-

formally conformity with communal rules of cooperation; allocation of land, and -

traditional authority in dispute settlement.

Although an analysis of the structural components of these two types of organ-

izations might lead one to consider them cohesive, well organized manifest interest

groups, in fact, the opposite seems the case. Neither partilineage nor the ascen-

ling varieties of community could be rightly called continuously manifest interest

groups, for they crystallized only when necessary. Otherwise they remained latent

resources for action. The household (or household cluster) was the most visible

interest v.-Nip, but it too was composed of often competing units consisting first

of the nuclear families residing iu it. Second, strain permeated its hierarchical

structure of authority. The head of the household controlled all the wealth and

resources of the extended family. Thus sons and fathers were often at odds as to

who owed whom what, the best example being a father's unwillingness to give his

con cattle for brideprice. The unmarried youth had little option but to pressure

elder kinsmen with his pleas. The married son usually took a traditional escape

by eventually establishing his own quasi-independent household nearby.

C. Idcological Strain. The Sukuma and Nyamweei live an uneasy compromise

between the ideals of what men should be and what men are. Through affiliation

with his patrilineage each individual is born with spiritual protection sufficient

to sce him through his lifetime. As he matures and becomes an active member of
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the lineage and community his pavers increase with his responsibilities. Thus at
each status level peers are absolutely equal in individual abilities and personal

power and most be respected for such. But this egalitarianism also means that no

man should abuse his potentials to strive to outdo another by gaining more posses-

sions or displaying better qualities. If he is to obtain more than his neighbor,

that is a matter for his ancestors to determine, not him. In many respects this

notion revolves around what Foster has called the "Image of Limited Good" (1965),

although it would not be verbalized as such, for the reason achievement is regar-

ded negatively is that a community views one sank success as another's failure.

And his success cannot come from legitimate use of supernatural powers, but from

manipulation of illegal medicines and witchcraft.

At the same time, everyone in the community knows that there are "evildoers"

who seek their scanty resources, so they too most resort to magical means to

Protect them. And more informally, each man knows that he cannot survive without

making use of a little magical assertiveness here and there. (See Hatfield, 1960)

The dilemma arising from this situation is that members of a community must

always act as if they were paragons of cooperation and unaggressiveness and punish

the uncooperative, at the same time covertly competing with their fellows even if

it means secret aggression.*

These three sets of strains are of course mutually reiaforc$ing. Technological

adjustments to land use and settlesent foster structural tensions which are further

reinforced by conflicting ideologies of egalitarianism and individualism.

D. Coping with Conflict. If we consider conflict to the expression of strain,

there are two broad ways of looking at its management. The first involves utiliz-

ing existing alternatives which would not be regarded as leading to ajudication.

The second mould be those sanctions and procedures which the community itself re-

gards as legal means. The first includes such mechanisms as the covert use of

medicines for assertion or revenge, becoming ill in order to escape an intolerable

situation, neolocalion and migration, and finally membership in associations which

"balance" strains. Associations and illness will provide examples. The fairly

rigid demands on individuals to conform to kin and community rules have an outlet

in a variety of voluntary associations which permit young people, in particular,

* Edgerton argues that psychologically agricultural communities are much more prone
to witchcraft and sorcery as manifestations of unresolved interpersonal tensions
than pastoral communities by virtue of their ecological adjustment. (1966)
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to find greater freedom of expression without exposing themselves to collective

sanctions. Thus a youth might join a dance society, where he can escape parental

supervision, compere in legitimate contests, and achieve higher status. From one

point of view this is a means of cooing with gerontrocratic tendencies in Sukuma

and Iiyamuezi society. In fact, everyone is happy, since a potentially annoying

strain has been successfully sublimated. Poman, married at fourteen and thereby

iseoedded in a host of responsibflities within their father-in -law's household

often have little means of "balancing" their interactions. Cne not uncommon means

is simply to become ill, for the diagnosis sometimes demands they remain outside

the household until cured.*

The second means of coping with conflict is through ajudication. Three prin-

ciples appear to be at the basis of Sukuma/ayamwezi dispute settlement: adherence

to structural levels; utilizing sanctions of increasing violence or intensity; and

representativeness.

Ideally the "front stage" behavior of each unit of kin, and community, should

display internal cohesiveness, cooperation and tranquillity. Breaks in this tran-

quillity become more than personal delicts but communal disorders, especially with

the tendency for-the eruption of one conflict to invariably reveal a host of others

which have remained festeringly covert. Thus, a household attempts to solve its

internal problems-from within,-only moving to other levels of authority if that

f-tis. The same is true within a village.

If arbitration or an authoritative judgment fails to bring back the wrongdoer

into conformity, then other mechanisms might be.tried. In the past a most success-

- ful sanction was the threat of social isolation. If even that failed, then

physical violence to himself or pro2erty might prelude his being forcibly exiled

from the unit.

The principle of representation follows the emphasis upon the cooperative

nature of each unit. Those who assumed the roles of juries or judges 'ere regarded

as representative of the entire structural segment. Thus a father punishing his

son. did so as the head of the patri-segment. The son's lack of cooperation was

more than rebellion against a parent, it was his rejection of the very foundations

* Another result of this mechanism is the revealing of the cause of the illness
which is often the nasty behavior oZ an unattentive husband or the malevolent
mr.ctin2tions of a co-wife or mother-in-law.
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of the kin organization. Sin:ilarly in village affairs, heads of households

formed a council (baniala) which along with the headman assumed the responsi-

bility of representing the interests of the community- Although representative-

ness of course gave greater authority to any decision made, it also had the effect,

crucial in this type of social life, of removing responsibility for decisions from

any one :.ndividual. E3 important was this elpect that on rare occasions in which

really violent overt ::lion -7as raeuirej, reprentatives of all households h-d

to participate. A ca!:e in point it th .! heating and chasing of witches from a

village. Even their husbands ana children were required to join in to indicate

the ultirnce justice of the act.

III. Stresses at Bunevandu

A. Modernization and the Grazing Scheme. About ten years before our arrival

a group of villgges with Eun31wandu hard were incorporated as a Grazing Scheme.

The conditions necessitating this program and the manner of its implementation

were indicative of Low far both internal and external changes had altered the

fabric of family life described above. The major changes, which we can now call

stresses on the system, are sumarized below.

1. Technological chances center around three primary alterations in the

relation of man to land: a shift in emphasis from subsistence to cash cropping;

gro-ling scarcity of available land for re-settlement; thus greater pressures on

existing land holdings. Bung'w-.ndu displayed all their effects: soil erosion,

relati..-ely dense population, competition for land (although by the time we arrived

slmest all, the land was encnrLered either by individuals or by villages). The

emphasis upon cad: crops (esr-ccially rice) lied also led to the purchase of more

livesteet, adding ant.t:scr pressure u!on the already overworked territory.

The Gr :zing Scheme itself was one part of a wider attempt to upgrade farming

and lientock keeping techniques which had existed since colonial times. Thus,

another aspect of technological stress was the presence of many agents of develop-

ment 1:ho We'.:2 trying to get the Bunc'wanduese to "develop".

In focusing upon livestock, the Grazing Scheme introduced a number of innova-

tions which had potentially crucial social ramifications. The first was to create

diy season r;rass reserves and a schedule for their use which involved cooperation

cf all ten villages (most of the reserves were connected). Aew water supplies

were constructe,: and schedules for their use were also developed. A cattle dip
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in the eastern part of the Scheme vas also built. Finally, the development of the
Scheme involved creating more rigid boundaries between it and outside villages than
had existed before.

%. social Changes. Loss of autonomy and increase of alternatives form the

major stress won social life in Bungsvandu. The community is ro officially in-

tegrated into the broad national administrative structure with corresponding

representation at each level. What this implies is first official recognition of

some local structures as manifest interest groups mobilized for action, although

they are in reality still latent and situational. Secondly, it means expansion

of individual responsibilities through official participation in a national poli-
tical and developmental structure. A third component is the translation of local

authority and representation into a national scheme. Traditional bodies have been

either dissolved (the position of chief, for example) or significantly altered to

comply with new demands for communication. Analogous to creating permanently

mobilized structural units, the personnel on each of these levels is defined as

able to underake the tasks required of it, Then in many instances it cannot meet

the responsibilities.

Alternatives vere never many within the traditional structure of Nyamwezi/

Sukuma lifeways. "Hodernization" in all its variety has made a tremendous impact

in providing new modes of livelihood, means of escape from local strains (jobs in

the town, boarding schools, etc.), and possibilities for individual economic

advancement. The impact of these potentials on local family, community, and kin

is powerful and increasing.

Both of these complex changes are providing situations of stress as much as

of advantage. Cae example is the disjunction between what educated children think

they can achieve and what they are actually able to achieve. A number of educated
A>

young people at Bundwandu have returned to the traditional structure of social life

because they have no opportunities to find jobs elsewhere.

The Grazing Scheme introduced a number of specific stresses in implementing

its goals. It too created permanently organized groups out of far more fluid

entities, or at least anticipated they would remain organized. In so doing it

excluded some villages or segments thereof which were already involved in

Cooperative arrangements with Scheme members and included others with whom no

organized relationships existed previously. Maintenance of the Scheme's boundary
. and development plan demanded an organization of representatives and a powerful

internal "police force".



These positive arrangements also carried with them unforeseen consequences

in practically stimulating the growth of counter-organizations pursuing their own

interests. I do not think that we could consider them factions, but had the Scheme

itself displayed greater Llternal cohesion, surely they would have developed. In-

stead a variety of polarizations occurred: between members and non-members residing

on the land; bc:ween livestock and non-livestock owners; between Nyamwezi residing

at Sunglwandu and a large somewhat more cohesive Tusi minority; and finally between

"outsiders" and "insiders'. In many instances these polarizations were individual

or perhaps village concerns and were either solved o.i those levels or left to

fester. Apparently the Scheme committee and chairman were unable to effectively

deal with exigencies, nor could they effectively pursue the developmental policies

of the Scheme. One result was an iacrease in population of immigrant cattle-owners

and livestock loaning onto what weslegally private land. Another, arising from

the failure of the original planners to carry out their capital works program, was

.the necessity of some communities making under-table deals with outside villagers

to exchange resources.

3. Ideological Stresses. The concatentation of multi-faceted modernization

and Independence presented a series of stresses upon the already strained ideolo-

gical compromises between egalitarianism and individualism. In the first place

some individuals with the support of education, new legal structures, economic

innovations, and wider communication now found the means of escaping the stifling

atmosphere of cooperation and invidious emulation and ventured into overt cauital-

ism. Others began breaking rules of comportment in utilizing resources with impunity

for the community was unable to mobilise its collective powers to deal with them.

Yet within the same communities, most villagers still feared the invidious envy of

neighbors and friends and conformed to the shadow of a traditional cooperative

ideal.

But alongside the growing dissolution of local enforcement of the egalitarian

ideal and parallel insurgence of individualism with all its effects for kin,

household, and community cohesion, a national ideology promoting the values of

the collective organization for development was beginning to penetrate the village

through its various official agents of change. Thus, three incongruent systems of

belief were present within Bunz'vandu: the traditional system, itself a compro-

mise between incompatible values; a fast growing belief in independence of action

and individualism; and finally al elevated philosophy of African Socialism which is
the basis of national policies of development.*

* Kopytoff, in his essay on African socialism, points out the many differences which
exist between that social philosophy and what actually was the basis for traditional
communal life. (1964)



IV. Impact of the Sukumaland Livestock DevelopmentProgram.

A . The Project. From the above analysis we can Lice that the livestock

program had not only to contend with the traditional social structure of
a

Bung'wandu but with that structure in it confrontation with multi-farious

pressures of modernization. Technologicall: 3. were si-ilar to

those of the Grazing Scheme, although we were ch.rged with total trans-

formation of the cmmunity as it was formed into a ra.nching association.

Wo inherited the remnants of the Grazing Sche:le: a somewhat viable system

of grazing reserves, water supplies (many in oced of drastic repair),

a boundary mostly observed in the breach, and a non-existent organization.

We also inherited the effects of those innovations: drastic i:.cre,,se of

population of people and livestock, sevorely overgrazed land, antqgo_ists to

any further livestock development, and an apathetic :'e.-b,rship. Our long rage

goal wac to make the association iato a working unit for livestock production

and marketing which demanded complete co:'trol over association lands. At

the Bare time we were to implcYfient agricultural and social advances.

The very presence of another develop nntal "liessage" scant the threat

of further stress on the community. In our change strategy we were to

foster the growth of felt needs powerful enough to nobilize individuals to

actively participate in forming An association for their solution. The

"ideological" component of the message immediately caused us to face already

existing conflict a:.ong v.aues of traditional cooperation ',aid personal gain

aggravated by those developmental stresses which had diversified the population

a:. well as its so ewhat unvoiced ant...golds', to the philosophical bases of

natioral develop .ent. Although we planned our prograr around the cooperative

ideal following principles of ujamaa , it was necessary to somehow include

promotion of individual advantages .'rd gains through this return to collective

action. The problem was that traditional cooperation had never extended to



so global :n enterprise -Is w, were introducing, nor, given the exigencies

of their :odernization histories, weru ost individuals interested in re-

t ring to wh .t they ixrceived Ls the extension of n restrictive past from

which they were slowly being extric.ted.

As I pointed out in A other p:per for this conference, given the

present leadership situation. Bung'wundu, even if individwils could be

to want certain changes, mobilizing them and their coA,16unitict into

large iTpleentitive bodies is extremely difficult. Fart of the problem is

that the official structure which descends to the sm-llest soci,L1 unit is

not very effective. The household remains the major interest group, as it

was in the past, but higher levels of org,nization seem to be less viable

then they were traditionally. Authority on these levels neithei exists

effectively in traditional or modern terns. One reason for such a lack of

local level mobilizbility seems to lie in villages successfully blocking

co.,munication of undesirable 1,1es:sages ( usually regarded by offici ado. as

"developmental" ) from higher levels by electing "leaders" who are unable

to lead. ( see Hatfield 1972). Their success in this endeavor, however, has

contributed to their rel4tive failure in exorcising collective sanctions over

wrongdoers and in organizing to achieve local goals.

Thus our development project introduced stress in renewing and intro-

ducing technological changes which required rovitAlizing vnlues of community

cohesiveness and individual committment to collective goals as well as re-

storing muchtnisn.s of mobilization which wore either in suspension or defunct.

In focusing on specifics, I would like to ex,tmine the strain-producing results

of our efforts in four *ryas at Bung'wundu: kin -and lly, community ( the

associ-tion ) ; relationships with the outside; and individuals.

B. Kin --A Family. Most far .ors in Bung'wandu were involved in a reticulated

set Apnicticos involving loans, exchanges, agistatentofanimals both inside

and outside the Ward. It taiikde our initial efforts at learnirg who owned what

something of a challenge. According to the technicnl plans for association

developr;ent, all such practices would have to be rigidly co-trolled- actually

to cease- for this would be an e:Isy way of de-stocking. Thu sociological

problem that had to be. considered was the extent to which cuss tion of these

relationships would aggravate :already attenuz..ted ties between kinsmen, for



livestock on loan from outside teAed to core fro': relatives.

Surprisingly enough, those we discussed the laatter with expressed

great willingness to co,:ply, for they were aware that their.interosts at

hoae were being assailed by giving favors elsewhere. But they felt unable

to return aninals to the loaners without the rule that we in the mane of

the association ilposed. at neither we nor they were able to predict

was the effect of this rule on other aspects of kin relations and their ul-

tir'ate effect on association, develovent.

Because of the already dence population ia Bung'wandu technical de _ands

also ihposed a potential threat to the ca :position of extended faLilics.

Just as livestock would have to be rigidly coatrolled so would population in

the sense that no new households could be established without consent of the

association. Harried sons' usual practice of settling near their fathers'

households might not be possible in the future. At best it could aean re-

settlemem, in another part of the association; at worst, froia a fanily's view-

point, it might require outmigration. No matter how viewed, technierAl_inno-

vations meant creati4g greater strains within already tcnseful faidly-relation-

ships.

C. Community. In creating an association out of thirteen autono,,ous

villages, we faced the same problem as did planners of the Lirazing Sche,le,

social plastic surgery. Although we did not exclude former members of the

Scheme, we did include three outside communities who had no resources of their

own and would thus have to share those of insiders. In the process existing

alliances were to be reconstituted or dissolved. There is not time to go

into all the specific innovations which demanded these alterations, but rather

I shall list soMe of the areas of strain they aroused or intensified. The

basic problem we faced was that in trying to organize an association we

* Bung'wandu livestock transactions appear to serve
is comay found in other areas of Sukunaland, for
alliances with strangers and so .etines relatives in
izes kin and ;already existing friendship bonds. It
the system is used now for firning up slacking prin,
HMatfield. 1971 ).

different pu-poses than
rather than creating
distant parts, it e.,has-
is quite possible that

ary relationships.( see



n_cess_xily fostered the cre:tion of co 1. ting counter-organizations.

Our first dilL.,a concerned the disposition of non-..e. burs. According to

law only a certain percentage of a co unity had to agree to for nn

association ( we insis.ted o. 80 . The ru aining 20 would be co plotely

excluded fro; association resources and progra .s leg-11y could be re-

oved fro, association territories. wu tried to to per justice with ..orcy

in devising alternatives for the association co:. ittee to consider. These

included int_nsified efforts to gut recalcitrants to join, %flowing the:.

access to their own land, which by law they didn't own in the first place,

charging then for use of resources, utc,* But while so e c bers of the

con ittee thought our suggestions just, others sLiply insisted we kick non-

bcrs out. We had provided in this rule a ':echanis of ostracisll ,hich

confor'ed to a traditional ,tithed which co:-unities could no longer exercise.

This radical eolution, we discovered, would not be applied wholesale to non-

ne bers, but only to certain groups which individuals or villages would like

to be rid of. The unfortu ates were pri arily Tusi, but also included sone

who were generally considered "individualistic" and uncooperativr: ( in-

cluding the forger Grazing Scherzo Chairs :an)

problem arose with non-cattle owners, many of whom had been

ardent promoters of the: association thinking tership would bring the::

cattle. Our goal was definitely not in that direction but to assist thee: in

agricultural pursuits. Livestock owners, knowing that numbers of animals

would be controlled, were very much in agreu_ent with us. While in the for-

mation stages this group had not been visible, once extension and improve-

ment requiring communal self -help began, non-livestock owners found little

incentive for cooperating in the creation of facilities for which they would

have no use. Doubtless as the associatio:: progresses this group will crystal-

ize into a powerful faction, especinlly when the issue of what percentage of

the land will be given over to livestock arises.

* According to Tanzanian law individuals only have rights of usufruct over the
land. An association, once registered, however, had this right perpetuated.
Non-nenbers would be considered illegal squatters. That absolute possossion
of land, albeit coniunal, could be legally in "owners"' hands , beca,c
powerful selling point of ranching associations.



Perhaps the -last crucial conflicts were yet to core, for we

h4d o2ph-asized publicnlly broader, schomos for cooperation, co-:.unalization

of herds ( although i_dividual ownership would be maintained), block

farok.g, and self help, but had 2,ot attomptod to put any of these into

effect at the time of our separation ( exception was thc water iiprovo-

mont program).

D. Inter-cnaminity relationships. In formi.:g the: physical boundaries of

the association we disrupted a number of relationships that had both existed

before the establishment of the grazing scheme and those inadvertantly''

created by it, thereby fostering the devolovent of potential interest groups

outside the association. iqembers were basically delighted, for they realized

that they could now exclude anyone they wished from their resources. But

their joy was short-lived when they understood that it was to be tho assoc-

iation's responsibility to ilaintain the rule, not the foreign experts. Thus

they would have to police their boundaries and takoloachers to court then-

selves. Formerly villages plagued with poachers would co plain to a resident

extension worker, hoping he would shoulder the responsibility of prosecution,

or de:and that their 100 cell or 10 cell leaders undertake the tusk. The

latter wrote letters of complaint to their fellow leaders in the guilty vill-

ages: hardly an effective application of sanctions. In other instances out-

side poachers were not poaching at all but simply exorcising their rights, the

villages having exchanged grass for water.

Any real attempt to close off association boundaries was risky until

the vombership had developed powers of robilization and representation, for

retaliation could be oxtremely violent: burning grazing reservers, maiming

livestock, destroying fields, etc. Also until facilities were available

which ilude these informal arrungoments unnecessary, s000 villages in the

association would not be able to survive. Thus we deliberately atterfipted

to postpone these conflicts until such ti:e as the association and its

elected committee demonstrated its effectiveness in sustaining collective

interests.

A second arena of conflict, which was unanticipatedierupted between

the; association and other formal organizations in the Division. It centered

around proper jurisdiction over and sharing of resources. The local primary



society has developed out of the cooperative rove ent as a produce buying

association. At the time of our work in Tanzania it had becor:e integrated

into a national monopoly for purchasing cotton and food crops. In addition

it provided tools, fertilizer, _and was a food distributor in Utiles of

scarcity. Theoretically all householderstielonged to the urinary society, but

in practice any at Bung'wandu did not. si..ce. the primary society also served

a wider area, the two groups did not sh:Lre common memberships. tit one point,

shortly before the registration Meeting of the association, its co.,mittee

learned that the primary society intended to use part of its lands for a

communal cash crop enterprise. The committee absolutely refused to permit

what would have been done a few months before without asking. Soft local

officials were brought in to ajudicate the issue, but their own vested inter-

ests were so patent that a satisfactorily resolution was impossible. Instead

the association was accused of being selfish ( anti- ujamaa), unco-Terative

( anti-traditional), and conservative ( against the goals of development).

Still the committee refused to change its position, claiming further that they

were about to establish their own coumunal cash grop on the very land the

primary society planned to alienate.

Although encouraging a greater sensor of cohesion among members and

indicating to the project that the association was beginning to assert its

interests, this show of force antagonized a nunber of locally influential

individuals, some of whom held official posts in the Ward and thus had access

to District headquarters.

An even sore severe coaflict lay in the future: between association and

District Council. The latter had assumed a monopoly of livestock sales within

its juriddiction, providing marketing facilities and staff in return for a

fee for each animal sold. The 1.roceeds went ia.to District development pro-

jects. Both project and national govern ent agreed that ranching assoc-

iations would make a better profit and thus speed their entrance into full

livestock marketing more rapidly if they sold direct to a meat packing firm

in the capital. But this meant ignoring the District Council, which those

of us who were working on the local level felt would be most unadvisablc.*

One solution tried in Shinyanga liegion was to .:ake ujavaa ranches "middle-
men'', buying cattle locally and selling them at a fixed price to the District
Council. The latter were most unsatisfied, claiming that the fixed price was
so high it was causing then to lose noney.



Autonouy and Responsibility. The association provided :any

opportunities flr the solution of felt needs and improve.,ents in the life-

ways of its 'embers, but in doing so it worked towards reioving a measure

of autonomy which many treasured while introducing responsibilities which

most had been able to avoid. Freedon frt'm so.le of the traditional con-

straints of collective life formed a dilemma in contemporary &'ng'wandu

villages, for although it, fostered greater independence of household"

and individual fro" sider concerns, it also led to a relative decline in

community success in dealing with internal problems. Bung'wandu is hardly

characterized by lawlessness. but it is marked by increases in tensions

and locally public der.cts which were once manageable without recourse to

higher and more formal legal bodies. From one point of view this may indi-

cate that individuals are now making more use of the national legal system,

more certain of their rights and the advantages of an impersonal ajudicative

body. But from another viewpoint, it is indicative of the decline of those

collective values which promoted cooperation in the past and which lie at the

base of the country's philosophy of development. *

Difficulties lie less in individual disputes, but in those involving

locally defined public dclicts, Misuse of grazing reserves rrovides

illustration. One ..an continuously grazed his livestock on his village's pub-

lic dry season reserve before officially opened in spite of efforts by the

village to prevent hire. He was warned by the 10 cell leader, judged guilty

by the village elders (they even imposed a fine, which he didn't pay), yet

he continued. In the past more 7iolent sanctions would have been meted out:

social isolation or actual physical violence. The former, however, had little

effect on him, and the latte-- was not tried for it would have turned the

perpetrators into aggressirs according to national law not seekers for justice.

The only other recourse would have been to accuse him before the primary

court, but no one was willing to assume the responsibility of representing

the community, nor was the community certain the court would give th..n a

favorable ear. Villages caught in this ituation appealed to the project

* Recently in order to firm up collective power, villages have been legally given
the power to fine individuals who refuse to assist in their collective activities
leading towards development.
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as i..personarInd supposedly powerful outsiders to solve the Froble . Our

solutions were scldon that which they desired, for we either threw the

problen back to the co.-unity or to the association con-dttee to handle ,

hoping that the strain dgbt stiulLte their developing viable representation

and authority.

V. Conclusions: Using and Misusing Conflict,

A. Awareness. Most books describing the vicissitudes of the change agent

direct the reader to a nunber of local situations involving conflict: class

and caste structure, rural- urban relations, internal struggles for scant

resources, power conflicts, and co.:, .unity factions. He is advised that all

of these will have great effect upon his progran unless they arc taken'into

account. Thus often he is advised to seek the power- but to hi.: invisible--

local leader, :lake friends with everyone but be neutral, deal with all factions

but becol:e affiliated with none. The agent is nadc aware of the i:Tortance of

co:nunity strains, but awareness itself is not without its biases. The

traditional self-i7.age of the change agent is not that of a dovillF, _

or revolutionary but of an expert whose task it is to facilitate positive

change with as little disruption to the client systen as possible. Necessarily

acco4anying this self-ir:age is a broader view of society as a functionally

integrated systc.. Certainly these iages de .and in the agent a kind of

awareness which is significantly different fro:: that he right have if basing

his view of hi:self and society on the notion that conflicts arc essential

co-ponents of all social syste.s, strains characteristic of all cultures, and

stresses continuously stinulating both. Being aware of conflict .:ears not

only an openness for discovering it, but an appreciation of its functions and

a tolerance of its continuance.

In attempting to solve Major ecologic:a stresses on the lifeways of

Bungiwandu, we could not avoid initiating further strains into a system already

flourishing with tensions. In attempting to organize an association we nec-

essarily fostered the ilrowth of counter-groups co Teting for the swie resources.

Internally we intensified both individual and group conflicts by placing de,ands

on the- for responsibility and mobilization, representation, and decision-

naking. Concurrently we inadvert;mt%rencouraged the pursuit of individual and

and sub-group vested interests which were antithetical to the principles of

cooperation we were supposed to instill.



In retrospect it see .8 now that efforts to stifle all strain, stress,

and conflict in the ranching association were door:ed to failure, for

the greater the organizational crystallization and exercise of power, the

:lore intense external feelings of exclusion and relative deprivation which

lead to coalescence of opposition. aimilarly within. The more enkhasis

upon collective solutions to probl,s, the greater strain in present techno-

logical adjustnents, social patterns, and ideological co:pro rises.

B. Using Conflict. This type of awareness leads one directly into an assess-

.:ent of how strains and stresses can be used, not necessarily erased. In

Bung'wandu our understanding of the peoples' intense desire for coatrol over

their own resources (especially land), inability to effectively i.:pose

traditional sanctions on public offenders or to for, viable long turr:.

interest groups because of a basic social dilen::a, and the interplay of

collective and individualistic values as to the proper conduct of social

life forned a foundation upon which our program of for::ation and extension

was built.

Sore forms of strain we did not .aka use of. For exanple, we did not

actively attempt to either solve or further attenuate generational tensions,

although strains were very ilich present. In part our reason was ideological-

we only wished to activate tension in mobilizing forces to solve technological

probleu or create groups. More logistically a focus on generational differ-

ences would have been unproductive, since effective control over resources

stillseained in the hands of heads of families. Their sons :eight be ,:ore

progressive, better educated, :.ore synpathctic to our message (for they

felt the stress of nodernization acutely than their elders), but they

had neither the physical nor social currency to assist the:. Had we begun

work in an area which would attract settlers, then this source of strain would

have served us well. We also avoided developing a fenale interest group,

even though it.tiglild have been forceful in stinulating so..e changes. In

part our neglect of this group was de:.anded by the fact that project staff

was all Ind contact with wo-en at Bung'wandu was a dangerous' enterprise.

Nor did we allow individuals to actively pronote their own interests through

the association unless they served collective ends. In so .e ways centering our

attentions on the powerful would have .lade work siupler, but the result
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would have bcLn their do inating the org-nization. Thus any i prove ,: :t

in w_-ter or land w-:.s stipul_ted for public us,:.

also allowed other for s of strain to intensify. For ex:. ple,

w, refus,d to solv, disput,s, forcing th.. L..) unity or associltion to

act. only assisted those villages which d, onstrated th,ir organiza-

tional abilities, which ov..rtly app,..r,d as favoritis-., but which for AA

ini-ca paign encouraging invidious ealation in oth,r villages.*

allowed the :Ass,: in:-.tion of ru.ors, as w,11 freely giving infor ation,

regarding th- unhappy possibiliti,s aw,iting non-::e-bers once the assoc-

iation was registered, e ph:-sizing the association's co piety control over

its territory. .e sought out "progressive" far ers to participat, in

fe,ding supply ent trials and disease co.,trols in climes. Their successfully

fat beasts would be visible incentives for th, "less progressive" to par-

ticipate later. Finally we fostered th,. developL,nt of envy in outside

co-anitics so us to stialate the:.. enough to :obilize and dc: and fro: us

si perquisites as the people of Bung'wandu. Given so.e of its al ost

insolvable ecological probles, it so:-.ed to :e that I3uiig'wandu's value

in the project lay notao..ach in its technical orgnization as a ranching

association but as a thorny _anifest interest group spreading 'shock waves of

envy and co .petition through neighboring !lards.

Finally, we atto pted to stifle or resolve conflicts. Although we

per-itted ru ors of exile or closing resources to non-:le bers, we got the

association to be to porarily ous in co:-Ainuing for er patterns of

cooperation. .c tri,d to discourage -ajor factions from dc:inLting assoc-

iation affairs by e:Thsizing the i 2ortnce of collective unity. also

tried to find acceptable solutions to disputes between th association -Ind

other local devolog,ent organizations and govern, ent officials, for they

h .d potentials for creating ,xternal threat powerful enough to destroy

th, association.

The association co. itt,e drew up a ..ini-develov.ent plan listing which
villages had the greatest needs in water and grass reserves. In offering our
technical aid and equip_ent to these counities, we told the.: that if they
could not provide the -anpower, we would have to :...ove on to the next village.



C. Ethics'and the "Rosy" Future. Behind .y an.-dysis li two .:guely gn-lwing

questions which I c-nnot -.nsw-r .adequately in this vss-4 but possibly open

for discussion. Th, first i%vol,res a project's future perception :.s to

whet the desirable results of its enterprise re to be. Th., second in-

volves exploring the ethics of using conflict in pl-nning and executing

change.

Projects, unlike societies, h:ve rel:.tively short lifu histories. In

.ost instances their personnel introduce- 7.nd att., pt to provide 'ectrulis:-.s

for the -aintenance of- innovations and then depart. Develop.ont plans

sec:: often analogous to co.: Ion ro _antic novels: ai :ing for happy endings

with all loose ends tied and participants s:dling into a rosy future. But

in reality client syste. continues to survive with :'any untied strings

( internal strains and external stresses). Indeed, if our '.oriel of the

ubiquity of conflict is accurate, then the client syste:; has or strains

than before the project existed even if the results of the entprprisc are

considered successful. The "razing Sche,;e and our livestock project at

Bung'wandu are a case in point. The for ur initiated a series of sorely

needed technologic::) innovaticns well as supportive social -echanis.:8;

yet, the co- .unitios within the "chu, e were hazdly able to sustain the

strains which these innovations aroused. Our project si ilarly atte Tted

to introduce needed ch.nges, but for so e reason we were adu .uch '!ore

aware of the kinds of strains they would produce. As far as I was concerned,

we could not judge easily the goodness or badness of these str-lins. Thus we

fostered so.!e, stifled others. In the ti e allotted to us, we could not

tie up loose cultural ends, solve all conflicts, nor predict the i pact of

all future stresses upon the now syste wu were cr,ating. '.that we tried to

do was cre,:te the foundations for an organization which would be able to

adjust to these stresses and a leadership which would be ,able to guide it

in doing so. Our utopi-In goals were far fro. re%lizod, but in concentrating

on what we could ctually do, perhaps we established a fir .or structure

capable of -ore rapid d.Jvelop.ent in thu future.



Doesn't fostering ru ors, :king v.gue threats, creating h.ves

.nd have-nots, deliberately %ggr-vating individu..1 and village tensions,

oting envy and opposition s ack of the unethical anti sinister

:anipuL'tor? Or does the successful i ple entation of a progra justify

the .,=s used? To what extent is in agent of change acting responsibly

in playing upon the isfortuni:s of co unity, anipul-ting dissent, and

actually introducing ore stress than before? In considering these questions

we really face two types of proble's: the change agent as r,anipulAor or

even coercive force in acco.plishing his goals and the dissenting

thcorctic-1 views as to what are the dyna ics of social life. I doubt if

there is a ready- and co potent- answer to either question; yet both deserve

to be explored in ,ore detail than they have, especially with regards to

development.

I have tried to indicate how the change agent ast to so e extent

:,anipulnte the social situation, even if his view of society is a r;ore

optimistic one than he finds in reality. If he considers strains and

stresses to be the lubricants of change, then his focus on conflict as

a lechanis:1 of change co es ;ore easily, for they are used judiciously

just :)s any other ele.,ents of the society. Although it is y opinion

that in pursuing directed changer conflict 2odel of society is theoretic-

ally ore satisfying and practically .ore realistic, this odd does not

guide us in controlling or utilizing our knowledge and skills - nor

actuA.ly does the functionally integrated view of society. Jit it does

leave us with e: different view of the future than the functional model,

a future always changing, societies always experiencing stresses, individuals

always negotiating relationships. If fn utopiAn tens this is an unpleasant

or as Dahrendorf puts it "ugly" view, it does instruct us practically to

foster the growth of individuals and groups possessir;g those qualities

which will ensure their survival in this process. A:d here the ethics of

the chanG, "s gent of conflict has its foundation.
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